P R O D U C T C ATA L O G

ICON SYSTEM

Look for these symbols throughout the catalog to see what added features and benefits are included in our products.
POST-CONSUMER
RECYCLED MATERIALS

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

LINEAR EXPRESS

STEPWISE™

PRE-CONSUMER
RECYCLED MATERIALS

REVEAL IMAGING ®

TRU-EDGE™

VISUAL IMAGING™

Photo features Theoretical™ Creative Gray 12 x 24 on the floor and Bricktown™ Arctic Bend 2 x 8 on the wall.

PROVEN IN TILE - SINCE 1923
So much more than a tagline, Proven in Tile is a proud legacy nearly a century in the making.
With our roots in innovation, American Olean® began as The Franklin Tile Company in 1923, as
early employees pioneered new manufacturing processes that revolutionized the tile industry.
A series of mergers and acquisitions aligned the company with new resources and opportunities,
allowing it to continue to gain strength and credibility, with a core focus on genuine customer
service. In 1959, the American Olean brand name was born, and continued to flourish over the
course of the next several years with the company becoming a leading manufacturer of floor
and wall tiles.
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Today, American Olean is a division of Mohawk Industries – the largest floorcovering manufacturer
in the world – and continues to introduce innovative new processes and designs. Striving to meet the
needs of both residential and commercial applications, American Olean provides homeowners,
retailers, and designers alike with a strong and stylish offering unmatched in the marketplace.
Ninety-four years in the industry has certainly demonstrated our passion for providing quality
products, however it is the unwavering support from our customers and our continued commitment
to genuine service that truly makes American Olean Proven in Tile.
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TILE TRENDS

AMERICANOLEAN.COM
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WOOD
The largest category of tile designs, wood-look tile works with almost any style. But not one style fits all, and that’s why this
category is always growing. With continued popularity in both modern and traditional designs, enhancements in printing techniques
allow for many different looks. Graphic contrast and dimension create a realistic visual, while heavy structures with worn edges and
hand-scraped details provide even more authenticity. The re-emerging trends of mid-century modern, vintage,
and classic designs ensure the wood-look category will only continue to grow.

Historic Bridge™

Creekwood™

Rosendal™

Harvest Grove™

AMERICANOLEAN.COM
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MIXED MATERIALS
Encompassing several different types of looks including concrete, brick, fabric and cotto, the Materials trend is growing and
evolving through the mixture of these different elements within the same design. Concrete graphics in monochromatic colors that
aren’t too rustic nor too modern are universal in design styles from Urban Industrial to Farmhouse. Fabric looks are also growing,
influencing other trends by merging textiles with concrete or stone. Special effects through structure and printing will continue to
drive the growth of this trend moving forward.

Theoretical™

Elemental Canvas™

Merit™

Bricktown™

AMERICANOLEAN.COM
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WALL
From small, authentic handmade looks to large and even extra-large formats that create dramatic visual continuity, wall tile
has seen huge growth in the last few years. Ranging from subtle to bold, these products can be used to accent a design or make
a statement on their own. With varying patterns, colors and structures, this trend will stay on the rise as unique formats and
designs continue to emerge.

Entourage™ Crosswood™

Entourage™ Refluence™

Perspecta™

Horizon™

Entourage™ Novelty™

AMERICANOLEAN.COM
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REVEAL IMAGING

®

NATURAL LOOK. DURABLE PERFORMANCE.
Reveal Imaging's state-of-the-art digital printing process emulates the beauty of natural materials like
stone, concrete or wood, while delivering the durability and performance of tile.

INCREDIBLE IMAGING
Incredible color and detail are uniquely produced on every tile for a look that's virtually
indistinguishable from natural materials.
DURABILIT Y
Ideal for high-traffic areas where natural looks are desired but the durable performance
of tile is preferred.
EASE OF MAINTENANCE
Maintenance is made simple with an easy-to-clean tile surface.

Look for this icon associated with American Olean® products featuring Reveal Imaging®.

STEPWISE

™
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TECHNOLOGY

Patent-pending StepWise™ is a revolutionary technology that provides superior slip resistance to surfaces.
Tile with StepWise can be safely used in a wide array of commercial applications and remains suitable for
residential applications.

EXCEPTIONAL CLEANABILIT Y
With StepWise, a slip-resistant surface is achieved
offering superior cleanability compared to products
with a DCOF of ≥ 0.60 that do not have StepWise.
This patent-pending technology provides long-lasting
beauty and performance.

STEPWISE INFUSED IN SURFACE
StepWise technology is built-in during the
manufacturing process and will not wash off or
wear away.

Look for this icon associated with American Olean® products featuring StepWise™ Technology.
AMERICANOLEAN.COM

& STEPWISE™ TECHNOLOGY

BROADEN YOUR BOUNDARIES
Designed to meet the ever-changing needs of the
marketplace, products infused with StepWise allow
you to broaden your design boundaries by expanding
into new areas of installation and application.

®

SUPERIOR SLIP RESISTANCE
StepWise technology provides a dynamic coefficient
of friction (DCOF) that is among the highest in the
industry, yielding a higher level of safety and slip
resistance.

REVEAL IMAGING

SUPERIOR SLIP RESISTANCE
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VISUAL IMAGING

™

GREAT LOOKS YOU CAN FEEL
Through this innovative digital application process, American Olean achieves dynamic textures and
enhanced visuals on tile surfaces.

This state-of-the-art digital
application process creates subtle
height differences that enhance the
tactile feel of the tile.
At first glance it looks to have a
soft color change, but once closer
you can actually feel the slight
impression in the tile.
With precise, digital application
to specific areas of the tile, Visual
Imaging™ creates depth and adds
structure to achieve intricate visual
effects that have a synchronized
flow from tile to tile.

VISUAL ™
IMAGING

NEW HEIGHTS
IN TILE DESIGN

With precise, digital application
to specific areas of the tile,
Visual Imaging™ creates depth
and adds structure to achieve
intricate visual effects that have a
synchronized flow from tile to tile.

Innovative Visual Imaging ™ Technology
takes tile design to a whole new level.
Through this digital application process,
American Olean achieves enhanced visuals
and dynamic textures on tile surfaces.

G R E AT L O O K S
YOU CAN FEEL

Visual Imaging™ creates subtle
height differences that enhance
the tactile feel of the tile.

Look for this icon associated with American Olean® products featuring Visual Imaging™.

AO GREENWORKS
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AMERICAN OLEAN® STANDS FOR BEAUTIFUL DESIGN
IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE.
American Olean Greenworks™ operates on the belief that we can help create beautiful designs in ways that may
also reduce environmental impact. More than just a compilation of our sustainability programs, Greenworks is
a company-wide philosophy and a commitment to help contribute to the design of your sustainable projects,
without compromising your artistic vision.

GREENWORKS FACTS
Our commitment to using recycled materials in our products

PREPOST-

100% of our manufactured products contain recycled or reclaimed materials.

WASTES DIVERTED FROM LANDFILLS
Reuse of reclaimed and/or recycled materials (both pre- and post-consumer) to make our tile products, plus
other projects, keeps an average of over 300,000 tons of waste from going into landfills each year. In addition,
our parent company, Dal-Tile Corporation, has started a “Zero Process Waste to Landfill” initiative and to date
has earned certified compliance at four manufacturing locations.

WATER CONSERVATION

12 of our 15 North American tile manufacturing plants recover
and reuse 100 percent of the wastewater generated by the
manufacturing processes. This prevents over 125,000,000
gallons per year from entering the sewer systems, thus
reducing the burden on municipal water treatment systems.

ENERGY REDUCTION MANUFACTURING PLANTS
Dal-Tile’s combined efforts in Natural Gas and Electricity Conservation have reduced energy usage amounts
equal to what it would take to provide natural gas to over 2,000 homes and electricity to over 1,700 homes for
an entire year – every year.
AMERICANOLEAN.COM

VISUAL IMAGING™ & GREENWORKS™

IT’S IN OUR NATURE.

